We can work together to recognise and bring out
the best assets you have and to play down those that
you aren’t happy with.
Fine Touches will improve the way you look, the way
you carry yourself, your personality and most of all
give you the confidence you deserve.
Nobody is perfect, we all need a little enhancing.
It instills confidence, beautifies and balances your
total look. We here at Beaubelle consider ourselves
not only Beauty Therapists but Artists.

To be a beauty is an art
– it’s not vanity.
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Fine
Touches

We provide personalised make-up lessons. This involves
do it yourself daily facial regime, step by step application
of make-up, shading and colour co-ordination and
corrective make-up.
All this in just five lessons.

Did you know that
badly shaped eyebrows
can detract from your
facial beauty? Here
at Beaubelle we are
skilled in correcting &
shaping to make the
eye more attractive.

Eyebrows can be redesigned to suit the individual face
structure, as they are the defining part of the face. As you
grow older the brows begin to droop, making you look sad
and tired. When they are fixed the whole face is ‘lifted’.
Permanent Eyeliner also provides definition to the eyes,
with no morning fuss: perfect for the busy woman. The lips
can be outlined or coloured in, to give fullness, definition
and provide a balance for
the facial features. Prices
depend on the necessary
corrections that need to be
made, so come in anytime
for a free consultation.

We are covered in hair, from head to toe. You can be
hair free and have skin that is soft and silky smooth.
Develop the habit of waxing and eventually your skin will
have less hair. Whether it’s on your face, chest or legs
we provide a quick clean technique with thorough results
in a comfortable manner. By choosing waxing or IPL
Hair Removal over shaving, you won't experience any more
unpleasant looking regrowth, blemishes or ingrown hair.

Accentuate

Using any of the following techniques:
• Eyelash Tinting
• Eyebrow Tinting
• Eyelash Perming
• Eyebrow Shaping
• Eyelash Extensions
• Cosmetic Tatooing

Ken Ken is an expert in the art of cosmetic tattooing.

Comfortable

expressive part of a woman’s face. It is therefore
appropriate to accentuate their beauty whenever possible.

One of the most popular treatments these days is cosmetic
tattooing. After 33 years in the beauty therapy industry,

Silky Smooth

All our staff are trained in Make-Up Artistry, with
experience in Photographic and bridal make-up.

Do you want people to say ... “look at that girl with the
pretty eyes”? Eyes are beautiful and are the most

Cosmetic Tattooing

tricky part, especially if you want to look the best you
can at all times.

Colour Co-ordination

Facial Beauty

Make-up application is easy. However knowing what
shades of colour and where to apply them, can be the

We provide the best Brazilian bikini wax in Perth! The result
is a thoroughly hair-free look that requires a 4–5 week cycle
of maintenance, experiences minimum pain and only takes
10 minutes to execute. Be daring by designing your own shape
like a path, heart, triangle or a fine landing strip.
Some of the more popular waxing choices are:
• Full Brazilian • Half Brazilian • G-string • Bikini line

